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	A revolution is happening in web operations. Configuration management tools can build servers in seconds, and automate your entire network. Tools like Puppet are essential to taking full advantage of the power of cloud computing, and building reliable, scalable, secure, high-performance systems. More and more systems administration and IT jobs require some knowledge of configuration management, and specifically Puppet.


	"Puppet 3 Cookbook" takes you beyond the basics to explore the full power of Puppet, showing you in detail how to tackle a variety of real-world problems and applications. At every step it shows you exactly what commands you need to type, and includes full code samples for every recipe.


	The book takes the reader from a basic knowledge of Puppet to a complete and expert understanding of Puppet’s latest and most advanced features, community best practices, writing great manifests, scaling and performance, and extending Puppet by adding your own providers and resources. It starts with guidance on how to set up and expand your Puppet infrastructure, then progresses through detailed information on the language and features, external tools, reporting, monitoring, and troubleshooting, and concludes with many specific recipes for managing popular applications.


	The book includes real examples from production systems and techniques that are in use in some of the world’s largest Puppet installations, including a distributed Puppet architecture based on the Git version control system. You’ll be introduced to powerful tools that work with Puppet such as Hiera. The book also explains managing Ruby applications and MySQL databases, building web servers, load balancers, high-availability systems with Heartbeat, and many other state-of-the-art techniques


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Installing and setting up Puppet for the first time
	
		Producing eye-catching reports and information for management
	
		Understanding common error messages and troubleshooting common problems
	
		Managing large networks
	
		Taking control of configuration data with Hiera and encrypting secrets with GnuPG
	
		Producing reliable, clean, maintainable code to community standards with puppet-lint and rspec-puppet
	
		Using classes and inheritance to write powerful Puppet code
	
		Deploying configuration files and templates for lightning-fast installations
	
		Using virtual machines to build test and staging environments, and production systems on cloud platforms such as EC2
	
		Automating every aspect of your systems including provisioning, deployment and change management
	
		Making Puppet reliable, performant, and scalable
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Managerial AccountingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Most managerial accounting texts emphasize the mechanics of managerial accounting. While important, mechanics are not enough. To solve business problems, students need to understand how managerial accounting can improve decision-making, and when and where a particular tool or technique is appropriate.
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Handbook of Optical Coherence TomographyCRC Press, 2001

	This contemporary reference presents a comprehensive review of the most recent applications of optical coherence tomography (OCT) in biology, medicine, engineering, and applied physics-summarizing technological advances that led to the availability of viable imaging tools and modern methods of OCT for optical biopsy, surgical guidance, and...
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Windows 2000 Configuration WizardsSyngress Publishing, 2000

	Developers are used to working with Wizards, component-like products that allow them to create certain elements - like dialog buttons - quickly and easily while they are coding applications. With the launch of Windows 2000, Microsoft has announced a new set of Wizards that will help administrators and users configure and set up Windows 2000...
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Oracle Application Server 10g EssentialsO'Reilly, 2004
This new guide provides the perfect introduction to the Oracle Application  Server for users of any level. Divided into three concise sections, the book  covers server basics, core components, and server functionality. Designed to be  the ideal first OracleAS book, Oracle Application Server  10g Essentials offers...
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Handbook of Spatial Point-Pattern Analysis in Ecology (Chapman & Hall/CRC Applied Environmental Statistics)CRC Press, 2013

	Understand How to Analyze and Interpret Information in Ecological Point Patterns


	Although numerous statistical methods for analyzing spatial point patterns have been available for several decades, they haven’t been extensively applied in an ecological context. Addressing this gap, Handbook of Spatial...
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KDE Programming BibleHungry Minds, 2000
(IDG Books) A tutorial packed with examples, lucid explanations, and a complete widget reference, showing how to take full advantage of the K desktop and 2/Qt toolkit for Linux. The CD-ROM contains all of the examples from the text and KDE 2/Qt core files and libraries. System requirements: Intel 486+, 156 MB+ Hard drive space, 16MB+ RAM, CD-ROM...
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